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Pa nka j Jinda l
Co-founder, Head of Sales

- 1,000+ Customers
- 75,000 Recruiters
- 250M Job Seekers

About Me:

● As a Co-founder at Sense, I take a consultative approach to working with talent acquisition 
teams on their journey to drive talent engagement and recruiting automation

● Prior to Sense, I was the CEO of two different recruiting firms
● Outside of work, I’m a big foodie and love traveling
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How do recruiters spend 
their time today?

Identifying 
Requirements & 
Finding 
Candidates

40%

30%

Extending Offers & 
Running Background 
Checks

10%

Scheduling & 
Conducting 
Interviews

20%

Screening 
Applications
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Recruiter’s Day-to-Day
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AI Use Cases in Recruiting

➔ Writing Job 
Descriptions

➔ Identifying Skills 
Gaps

➔ Copilots

➔ Screening ➔ Candidate Search & 
Matching

➔ Interview Scheduling 
Analysis

➔ Interview Scheduling ➔ Candidate Fit Scoring ➔ Resume Generator

➔ Data Enrichment ➔ Survey Response 
Summarization

➔ Chatbots

➔ Writing emails and 
text messages

➔ Message 
recommendations 

➔ Automated 
Engagement
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Let’s Take a Deeper Dive 
Into These Use Cases



Generate Job 
Descriptions

Craft a job description based on 
the  job title  or short overview.

AI ca n suggest enha ncements 
like  a dding skills, responsibilitie s, 
e tc



Create Compelling Content

Use generative AI to quickly write and 
rewrite emails and text messages



Develop Pre-Screening 
Questions

With a job title or a small description or 
selecting the jobs from your ATS, 
generate a set of pre-screening questions 
fit for the job



Screen & Schedule Candidates

Deploy screening chatbots to engage 
every job seeker

Allow qualified candidates to instantly 
book time with your recruiters with 
an integrated scheduler



Job Matches for 
Candidates

Determine top job matches for 
candidates based on their skills, 
experience, and preferences



Answer Candidate Questions Efficiently & Effectively

Respond to candidates’ questions and 
provide them updates throughout the 
hiring process

Handle frequently asked questions via 
chatbots and seamlessly escalate to 
live recruiters when appropriate



Produce Resumes for Candidates

Generate resumes for candidates 
based on their chatbot conversations 
or by answering key questions about 
the candidate 



Re-engage Your Talent Database

Search database for past candidates 
who are qualified for new roles

Engage with dormant talent with 
automated, personalized messaging

Engage via chatbot to screen, 
schedule and update their profiles in 
your ATS



Turn Survey Results into Key Insights

Summarize all your NPS survey results 
into a simple format so it’s easy to 
identify where you stand to improve 
the candidate, contractor, and client 
experience



Message Generator

How it works?
Users can ask Sense AI to 
enhance or generate SMS 
messages for them



Message Recommendations 

SenseAI: SMS Best 
Practices

Use AI to automatically suggest 

improvements to messages that 

adhere to SMS best practices. 

● Shorten messages

● Remove excessive 

punctuation

● Explicit Yes/No questions



Diversify Campaign Messages

SenseAI: Diversify 
broadcast text

Use NLP tech to 

automatically generate 

variations on broadcast text 

based on number of 

recipients, to introduce 

more variety into broadcast 

outbounds. 

Hey <first name>! James from Kforce 
here. We've helped you with job 
searching in the past and I have a new 
opportunity I think you might be 
interested in. Are you available to chat?

<first name>, it's James from Kforce. 
We've assisted you with job searching in 
the past and I have a new role I wanted to 
discuss with you. Are you currently 
looking for work?

Hi there <first name>, this is James from 
Kforce. We've helped you in the past with 
job searching and I wanted to check in to 
see if you're available to chat about a 
new role I have.

<first name>, it's James from Kforce. 
We've helped you before with your job 
search and I have a new role that I think 
would be perfect for you. Are you open to 
discussing it?

Hi <first name>, James from Kforce here. 
We've had the pleasure of working with 
you in the past on your job search and I 
have a new opportunity that I think you'll 
be interested in. Are you available to 
chat?



Recruiter Copilot
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What Could All Of This Mean? 
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How Much Time Can AI Save?

Crea te  Job  
Descrip tions

● Define role & 
responsibilities

● Write job 
description

Sourcing

● Search & identify 
candidates from 
talent pool

● Engage 
candidates 
through job 
boards

Screening & 
Scheduling

● Screening 
Questions

● Screening 
Applicants

● Scheduling 
Interviews

Engagement

● Initial 
engagement with 
applicant

● Follow up with 
interviewed 
candidates 

● Disposition 
candidates

Offer & 
Onboarding

● Collect 
onboarding 
information and 
documentation

● Nurture until start 
date

● Answer common 
questions

30 Minutes Per Job 6 Hours Per Job 2 Hours Per Job 4 Hours Per Job 1 Hour Per Job
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That Adds Up

Cost/year based on $50/hr 

13.5

6,750

$337k

Hours per job

Hours/year if you hire 500 people 
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Benefits of AI & Automation

Streamline The Recruiting Process
- Automate steps where it makes sense

Deliver A Good Candidate Experience To Everyone
- Engage all candidates with a personalized journey, even if it’s to disposition them

Injecting Speed Into The Process
- Quickly identify your top candidates and allow them to a recruiter interview to reduce your 

time to interview to days, not weeks
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Real Results 

75% red uction in 
time- to offe r

using QR-code  job  
listings & a utoma ted  
insta nt pre -screening

Red uced  time  to 
conta ct from 20 
d a ys to 1 d a y

using cha tbots a nd 
a utoma ted  
communica tion

25% red uction in 
time- to- inte rview  

Automa tica lly a ssessing 
ca ndida tes a nd 
scheduling prequa lified  
inte rviews
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Establish 
Governance, Risk 
Management, and 

Compliance

Audit AI projects for 
bias and data 

handling

Stay up-to-date with 
upcoming legislation

Things To Consider When Using AI
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What’s Next for AI In Recruiting?

Forget Copilots, Think Agents
- Some hiring will be completely automated

Skills-Based Hiring 
- On the rise and will continue to grow in most sectors

Continuing to Drive Candidate Experience 
- AI will help drive more personalized, automated candidate 

experiences without
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Questions?

11



Thanks for joining us!
Pankaj Jindal, Co-Founder, Sense

pankaj@sensehq.com
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